Hospital Services
Improve compliance and
boost return credit ROI

At Pharma Logistics, we specialize in pharmaceutical reverse distribution, handling the return credit process for hospital pharmacies
and other healthcare providers across the nation. Whether you need a convenient way to ship your expired products for credits, are
looking to get credits more quickly or would like more visibility into the status of your returned products, we have a service to ensure
your compliance and improve your profitability.

Box & Ship Benefits
for Hospitals

Onsite Benefits
for Hospitals

Rapid Credit Benefits
for Hospitals

 Ship pharmaceutical returns
on your own schedule

 Save time and labor—
we handle the entire process

 Save time using the provided
prepaid shipping labels and
tamper-proof bags
 DEA Form 222 provided

 Local, bonded Field Service
Representatives with more than
100 hours of training come on
site to handle returns

 Receive reimbursement within
14 days from the day your product
arrives at our facility

 Stay compliant with all local,
state and federal laws

 Same-day DEA Form
222 completion

 Collect payment for
pharmaceutical returns

 In-person account summaries

 Online Client Portal for 24/7
data access

 Online Client Portal for 24/7
data access
 Stay compliant with all local,
state and federal laws
 National service coverage
 Controlled substance returns

 Boost cashflow and generate
reoccurring revenue
 Upfront payment eliminates time
spent on reconciliation
 The risk of a decrease in product
return value, due to changes
in manufacturer policies, is
transferred from your pharmacy to
Pharma Logistics
 Accurate, predictive calculations
of ERV mean higher prefunded
payments
 Use our Rapid Credit Program
with both our Onsite and Box and
Ship services
 Online Client Portal for 24/7
data access

Hospital Services

Our Field Service Representatives Save You Work and Time

Enterprise-Level Reporting

Full Pharmacy Compliance Solution
Managing reverse distribution can be a demanding process. Some
pharmacies choose to handle this work themselves, taking a significant
amount of resources and time.
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Dynamic and customizable enterprisewide data reporting provides the most
complete data available for the
pharmaceutical returns process.
Available through the customer portal,
it helps drive process improvements
through efficient and effective data
presentation to help you build business
intelligence and make better decisions.

Pharmacy
Actions

Pharma Logistics’ Onsite Service saves you a significant amount
of resources and time. From packaging to disbursement, your entire
expired drug return process is completely handled—with clear and easy
tracking every step of the way.
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Drug Take-Back Program

Our Drug Take-Back Program ensures
your customers have a convenient
way to properly dispose of over-thecounter medications, prescription
drugs and controlled prescription
drugs. This helps protect your
community from prescription drug
abuse and accidental poisoning;
it also reduces the dangers of
pharmaceutical waste through
environmentally safe disposal.

How to Get Started with Pharma Logistics
Whether you’re currently working with a pharmaceutical reverse distribution
company or doing all the work yourself, getting started with Pharma Logistics
is easy. Just call us at 888-729-7427 and we’ll make sure you get all the
information you need to make the best decision for your hospital.
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